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In this step-by-step guide we show you how to  
configure MX-Relay and Office365



Configure MX-Relay
The only thing you have to do on our platform is create the domain and then ensure that the messages end up 
in your Office 365 environment. This is how you do it:

1. Add your domain through our portal website (see www.mx-relay.com/faq if you don’t know how to do this)
2. Log in to the filter that your domains are on  

(For example https://cluster03a.mx-relay.com)
3. Go to the newly created domain and then to “Basic”, “IP Settings”. Fill in your here Outlook DNS name that 

you would normally use in your MX record. So: <domain> .mail.protection.outlook.com

That is basically all you have to do in the MX Relay portal.

Configuring Office 365
In your Office 365 environment, some things still need to be adjusted. By default, all messages coming from 
our filters will be blocked, because Microsoft, among others, will do SPF checks. These checks will all go wrong, 
because all messages now come from our IP numbers. So you must exclude our IP numbers from this check. 
This is how you do it:

1. Log in to your Office 365 environment as admin and go to Admin centers, Exchange.
2. Then click on “mail flow” in the left screen and then go to “rules”.
3. Press the “+” symbol and press “Bypass spam filtering”.
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7. Then press “Ok” and “Save” to save and add your 
newly created transport rule.

8. Now press the Edit icon for this new line and 
go to the Properties of that line. Set the Priority 
field to “0”.

9. Save

4. Give your new rule a logical name, for example 
MX-Relay bypass.

5. Next, go to “Apply this rule if ...” and then “The 
sender ...” and then “IP address is in any of these 
ranges or exactly matches”.

6. In the “specify IP address ranges” screen, enter 
the IP numbers of the MX Relay cluster you are 
on (see www.mx-relay.com/faq for all our IP 
numbers).

http://www.mx-relay.com/faq


Only accept SMTP access from our servers (optional)

By default your Office 365 environment allows SMTP (e-mail) from all over the internet, this is not desirable 
because spammers still can deliver mail to your server around our filter.

Go through the following steps to allow only mail traffic from our IP numbers:

1. Log in to your Office 365 environment as admin and go to Admin centers, Exchange.
2. Then click on “mail flow” in the left screen and then go to “rules”.
3. 3) Press the “+” symbol and press “Bypass spam filtering”.
4. Give your new rule a logical name, for example; MX-Relay only.
5. Next, go to “Apply this rule if ...” and then “The sender ...” and then “Is External / Internal” and then “Outside 

the organization.”
6. Then choose from the “Do the following” drop-down menu the option “Reject this message with the 

explanation. And then enter a notification such as “You have attempted to bypass our Email Security 
Service. Please ensure your DNS is up-to-date and try sending your message again.”

7. Scroll down and press “Advanced Options” and press “Add Exception”.
8. Then select “The Sender”, “Sender’s IP address is in any of these ranges or exactly matches.”
9. You then insert the IP numbers of our cluster and possibly our fallback server (see: www.mx-relay.com/faq 

for all IP numbers).
10. Scroll to the Properties for this rule and set the Priority field to “0”.
11. Go to Match sender address in message and select Envelope.
12. In the new line, choose Stop processing more rules and then press Save to save the new rule.
13. Office 365 is now configured to only accept e-mail from our IP addresses.
14. Make sure that this new rule is at the very top. If this is not the case, you can press the Arrow button press 

the up button to put it at the top.
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Test Mailflow from our filter cluster
You are almost done now! It is wise to check whether 
our filter can actually deliver mail in your Office 365 
environment. This is how you do it:

1. Log in again on our filter cluster.
2. Go to the relevant domain.
3. Go to “Basic”, “IP Settings”.
4. Enter a valid mail address and save this setting.

Adjust MX Records
Now that we have set up and tested both the 
MX-Relay and the Office 365 environment, the last 
step is to adjust the MX records of your domain. This 
probably went directly to Office 365, but must now 
point to our systems. Below you can see the correct 
setting for each of our system (depending on which 
system you use):

filter01
filter01.mx-relay.com with a priority of 10
fallbackdt.mx-relay.com with a priority of 50

cluster02
cluster02.mx-relay.com with a priority of 10
fallbackdt.mx-relay.com with a priority of 50

cluster03
cluster03a.mx-relay.com with a priority of 10
cluster03b.mx-relay.com with a priority of 10
fallbackdt.mx-relay.com with a priority of 50

cluster04
cluster04a.mx-relay.com with a priority of 10
cluster04b.mx-relay.com with a priority of 10
fallbackdt.mx-relay.com with a priority of 50
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5. Now press “Test SMTP Connection”. A new 
window will open, where you can see if this test 
was successful or not. If the test did not go well, 
mail support@mx-relay.com or call our support 
+31 (0)70 320 67 94.

If there are any questions in response to this  
document, feel free to contact support@mx-relay.com


